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Snowdonia National Park
Also includes higher summits south to Plynlimon.

#ClimbSnowdon and more! Plan for an enjoyable day in Snowdonia National Park
For advice and support from qualified Mountain Leaders - info@climb-snowdon.co.uk

General Summary for Monday, 14 August, 2017
British Mountain Summary:
Based on forecast chart for noon 14 August, 2017

Extensive rain and low cloud associated with a shallow area of low
pressure will affect particularly western mountains. The rain will be
intermittent and low cloud patchy on the Pennines and also E & N
Scotland.
Headline for Snowdonia National Park

Rain intermittently; fog covering higher areas.

Detailed Forecast for Monday, 14 August, 2017
How windy? (On the
summits)

South to southwesterly 20-30mph; may occasionally reach 35mph Snowdon range

Effect of wind on
you?

Will impede walking across higher areas

How wet?

Rain on and off

Rain, varying from showers to patches lasting an hour or so throughout the day. The rain
heaviest and most persistent western hills.

Cloud on the hills?

Fairly extensive on higher areas

Many summits, particularly east Wales will intermittently clear. Nevertheless, in and after
rain, fog widely above about 600m, possibly lower afternoon and evening western slopes
south from Snowdon to Lleyn peninsula.
Chance of cloud free
summits?

30%

Sunshine and air
clarity?

A few bursts of sun mainly east Wales.
Visibility intermittently poor.

How Cold? (at 900m)

10C

Freezing Level

Above the summits
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MOUNTAIN WEATHER INFORMATION SERVICE
Snowdonia National Park - Looking Ahead

Tuesday 15 August

Wednesday 16 August

How windy? (On the
summits)

Southwest or westerly: 15-20mph

Effect of wind on
you?

Small

Morning: west backing southerly 15-25mph,
perhaps 30mph by middy. Then
strengthening 35-45mph, strongest west.
Walking increasingly difficult where
exposed afternoon and evening, mainly
higher slopes. Sudden gusts some lower
slopes.

How wet?

Showers

Rain spreading east

Showers occasionally; becoming restricted
to well inland afternoon.
Small risk of the showers frequent over an
hour or so morning.

Dry most or all morning.
Then rain spreading eastwards and
continue on and off through the rest of the
day.

Fairly extensive, but gradually lifting

Deteriorating: becoming extensive

Most if not all hills shrouded in cloud for
much of the day especially western hills.
Bases will tend to lift and by afternoon
cloud unlikely below 850m and may clear
higher summits by evening.

Cloud clear of most or all summits morning.
But will deteriorate as rain approaches.
Cloud will become persistent above 600 to
800m, and occasionally lower western hills
late in day.

Chance of cloud
free summits?

30%

30%

Sunshine and air
clarity?

Occasional sunshine but increasingly
sunny afternoon near the coast.
Excellent visibility.

Occasional sun morning before high level
cloud thickens to cut out the sun.
Excellent visibility morning. Then
increasingly poor visibility in rain.

How Cold? (at
900m)

8 to 10C

9C.

Freezing Level

Above summits

Above the summits.

Cloud on the hills?

Planning Outlook
All mountain areas of Britain from Tuesday, 15 August, 2017
Generally westerly winds over the coming week will bring further rain and areas of low cloud, particularly to western
mountains. It will become very windy, particularly on western mountains on Wednesday where rain will be particularly
extensive.

Forecast issued at 16:26 on Sunday, 13 August, 2017
Forecasts are issued daily by 16:30 and are kept under review and amended as necessary. However, expected conditions
can still change after issue. © Copyright Geoff Monk & Associates, 2017.
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